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New Features in this Release
Find any user in your tenant
Now, you can search for any user in your tenant by going to Tenant Admin and clicks the 'users'
menus item.

Up to now, you could find a user by opening the organization and doing a search. This would be
problematic if you were not sure what organization the user is in and would lead to a frustrating
search within each organization

Copy Access Controls from one organization to another
Applying access controls to a new organization just got easier. You now have the option to make
a one-time copy of all access controls from one organization to another. This saves publishers
time when they are creating a new organization and want to mimic the same access controls as a
pre-existing organization.
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To use this feature, log in to Organization Admin and select an organization from the new "Copy
Access Controls From" selector.

This will take all media and the access controls applied to those media and replicate them for the
organization you are currently editing.
CAUTION: If the organization you are editing already has media and access controls applied,
this action will overwrite those access controls.
The copy only occurs one time, so any future modifications you make to access controls will need
to be happen in each organization independently - but now you will not need to manually apply
access for all of your media when you create a new organization.
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Updated Features in this Release
Feature

Description

Ideas Ref

We are continuing to improve the page viewer to make it

CLOUD-I-15,

Page Viewer

easier to find the information you need quickly. There are a

CLOUD-I-208,

design update

number of changes that were made. Two key highlights

CLOUD-I-210

related to the BOM:
Toggling the BOM to a 'horizontal' view will now display
the BOM as a table at the bottom of the diagram
The 'tile' view will always be used when viewing the BOM
in the 'vertical' mode, and the vertical space is now a fixed
width

N/A

Zoom to
hotpoint

When a user clicks a hotpoint in the BOM, the application
will now zoom to that hotpoint.

If a search result is a link to an item that is hosted external
Support for

Documoto - for instance a link to a page on your website -

external media

a user can now click that item and be taken to that external

N/A

link in a separate browser tab.
N/A

BOM Grid View

When a BOM row contains nested parts, you can expand

can now be

the grid view to see the nested items

expanded to
view nested
parts
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N/A

Recently
viewed items

On the homepage, the last 12 items the user has viewed

on homepage

will now display - allowing for quick access to items that a
user views often.

Contact Media

You can now contact the media owner when you navigate

Owner

via a book to a page, part, or document. This allows end

CLOUD-I-217

users to submit errors or corrections directly to the
publisher of the information.

Bug Fixes in this Release
Feature
Media
Identifier
Label

Description
In search results, the media identifier is now labeled so users
know why they are seeing that information

Ideas Ref
CLOUD-I-3
9

N/A
Contact
media owner
bug fix

Fixed a bug to handle a blank subject line in the 'contact media
owner' email

N/A
Quick Add not
consistently
finding parts

Fixed a bug with quick add where parts with a "-" in them were
not consistently being returned

N/A
Hotpoint
number
centering

Hotpoint numbers on exploded diagrams are no longer
off-center
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N/A
Breadcrumb
bug fix

Fixed a breadcrumb bug to update the breadcrumb when
clicking on a suggested part or item

